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01 AVOID DAMAGE
To prevent scratching and scuffing of your floor,
place furniture pads on the bottom of all heavy 
items and objects that are moved frequently. e.g. 
chairs and tables.

Shoes carry sand, grit and small stones, 
which will abrade the surface of the 
floor in the same way that sandpaper 
does. Place mats at entrances and 
where possible place a mat on the
inside as well as the outside. Use
runners and rugs in high traffic areas.

See these products on our website: bit.ly/FloorCareMF
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marquesflooring.com.au
https://bit.ly/FloorCareMF


02 FLOORING POLISH 
/REFRESHERS
For some flooring types, oiled floors for example, 
there are polishers and refreshers available. 
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These are simply mopped 
or buffed onto the floor 
to bring back the shine in 
the floor and rejuvenate 
the overall look. Some of 
these also put a sacrificial 
wear layer on the flooring 
surface.

Please confirm that this is 
necessary or suitable for 
your floor before use.

See these products on our website:
bit.ly/FloorCareMF
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https://bit.ly/FloorCareMF


04  ACCIDENTS
Because they can happen
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DEEPER SCRATCHES AND DINTS
With a bit of patience and a flooring repair kit, 

even some of the worst gouges, dints and chips 

can be repaired. Many different types of kits 

are available depending on the type of work 

required and level of finish desired. Includes 

items such as coloured and transparent wax 

sticks, melting guns, applicators, polishing pads 

and lacquers.

See the repair kits on our website:

bit.ly/MFRepair

MINOR SCRATCHES
A number of different applicator pens, wax rubs 

and almond sticks are available to help disguise 

the ‘white’ that shows up in most scratches. 

Simply match the colour and wipe or apply to 

the scratch then wipe away the excess. These 

work on many different surfaces and finishes 

including most timber furniture.
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See our repair products: bit.ly/MFRepair

See these products online:
bit.ly/MFScratchFix
bit.ly/TibetStick

Scan to see them in action!

bit.ly/MFRepair
http://bit.ly/MFRepair
https://www.youtube.com/MarquesFlooring
http://bit.ly/MFScratchFix
http://bit.ly/TibetStick


06 CLEANING
Frequency of cleaning depends on traffic levels.

See our range of cleaning products:
bit.ly/FloorCareMF
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Daily/Weekly: Use an anti static mop or soft broom to 
collect dust and dirt on a regular basis. If using a vacuum 
cleaner, avoid scratches by ensuring the wand (vacuum 
head) has a soft brush mode.

Weekly/Monthly: Use the required amount of
specialized floor cleaner and mix with a warm bucket 
of water, then clean with a well wrung out mop. Each 
flooring type has its own specialized cleaning formula 
to ensure they are compatible and provide a streak 
free clean finish.

Never use anything that is or
contains the following - they 
will ruin your floor immediately 
or over time:

     - Bleach
     - Turps
     - Metho
     - Eucalyptus 
     - General household
       cleaners
     - Vinegar
     - Ammonia
     - Tile cleaner
     - Steam mops FLOOR CARE | MARQUES FLOORING | 07

https://bit.ly/FloorCareMF


Quick Wet Mop: Spray Mop kits 
provide a safe and quick option to 
clean the flooring area. Reducing the 
risk of too much water, no bucket 
required, washable mop heads.

08 QUICK 
CLEAN OPTION?
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09 DIRECT SUNLIGHT
Like any quality furnishing or floor covering in your 
home, direct sunlight will cause discolouring over time.

To avoid fading and discolouring, filter direct 
light with curtains or blinds. Remember that 
areas of floor covered with rugs etc will retain 
their original colour.

Therefore once rugs are removed, or their

position changes, variations in colour will be 

visible, but this variation will fade over time.
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See our range of
cleaning kits:
bit.ly/FloorCareMF

https://bit.ly/FloorCareMF


M A R Q U E S F LO O R I N G .C O M . AU

@marquesflooring

Don’t forget to TAG us with your new floor 
to be featured on Facebook and Instagram

#mymarquesfloor

http://marquesflooring.com.au
marquesflooring.com.au
https://marquesflooring.com.au/
https://www.facebook.com/MarquesFlooring/
https://www.instagram.com/marquesflooring/
https://www.pinterest.com.au/marquesflooring/
https://www.youtube.com/MarquesFlooring
instagram.com/marquesflooring
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/mymarquesfloor/

